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About This Game

The most complete MotoGP™ game ever! Valentino Rossi The Game allows you not only to compete in the 2016 season but
also with past MotoGP™ champions, giving you the chance to relive the most important stages of the career of the 9 times

world champion. Join Valentino Rossi’s VR|46 Riders Academy, start your debut season in Moto3™ and be ready to compete
in all motorsports categories Valentino will invite you to compete in. The Flat Track races at the MotoRanch, the drift

competitions at Misano and rally challenges at Monza will be the arenas in which you can hone your skills to become the new
MotoGP™ champion.
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Title: Valentino Rossi The Game
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Milestone S.r.l.
Publisher:
Milestone S.r.l.
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 SP1 / Windows® 8 / Windows® 8.1 / Windows® 10

Processor: Intel i5 2500K 3.3GHz / AMD Phenom II X4 850

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 640 / Radeon HD 6670 1GB*

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: *Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are not officially supported.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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I cant change the graphics setting at all!! PLEASE FIX!!. pros:
LOTS AND LOTS AND ENDLESS CONTENT stuffed into 19.1 gb
rossi and his dad (search up graziano rossi on wikipedia) are in the game, but rossi's dad is only IN ENDURANCH mode!!!!
a holy lot of people in the game, even commentator mauro sanchini
controller support is nailed
even rossi's career is done
the races especially moto3 are so chaotic that u will get fights every single race.
massive work with the penalty timer, its spot on!!!
cons:
graphics look like they're made in 2009 or 2010
frequent stuttering
there could be less dlc

FINAL REVIEW SCORE: 7.5/10
. Not bad at all. Gran juego del más grande, interesante mezcla de las temporadas de Moto3/2/GP con los entranamientos en
MotoRanch y los Rallies y eventos de Drift. Muy recomendable.. i bought this game because of vr46 branding.... Our GOD and
SAVIOR, Valentino Rossi, the Bike Grand Master, The One and Only "THE DOCTOR", brought upon us a Video-Game (Even
though it needs polishing and has a few tiny kinks to it because *cough* *cough* Milestone *cough* *cough*), one that,
honestly, is simply and plain GOOD. It's NICE. It's a bikes' game (or as many might know it, a motorcycle game). It has a Game
Mode that tells us part of the Old Testment of THE DOCTOR, has a VR46 Academy Mode where YOU create your own carrer
on the motorcylce world as a pupil of our Master and become a MotoGP legend! It's awesome. 9/10
The game has had tones of input and attention to detail! Lots of nice featured historic races for multiple classes, tones of
different classes from past and present to race and many different modes. The career mode is very indepth and different
diciplines with the VR 46 academy is nice... I thouroughly enjoy this game and the car physics as well as the different dicipline
physics are suprisingly well optimised. Only complaint is online races crashing sometimes and the brakes do f**** all! Very
unpredictable sometimes work but mostly they dont leading to out- breaking yourself everytime you try make up time. All in all
very good game!. Valentino Rossi simulator 11/10
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I could write a detailed review about this game and the developer "Milestone", but after all these hours of reporting bugs,
arguing with the ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ community manager and playing this ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game, I will just write: Do not buy this game
or ANY other game of Milestone! Milestone is absolutely ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ and is not able to develop a game. Cheap console
ported game, same bugs for years, stupid and slow AI. Big NO!. I have played all of the MotoGP games back to MotoGP06 on
my Xbox 360 and have loved everyone of them, I have all of the MotoRacer games apart fom 4 which I only found out today it
was available and the MX vs ATV games are all in my collection. This game for me stands outs so so so much. Not only do you
get the core game but also flat races, rally races and RC car races which shocked me how good it actually was. I would not
hesitate to give this a BUY rating and cant recommend the game enough. Lets just pretend that Marques did not win this year
and see if you could beat him in the game.. With over 120 hrs on motogp 15 i can instantly tell the difference in the 2 games.
this game has been improved in every way apart from one and thats the braking. the braking is useless and may aswell be using 2
blocks of wood to stop. this needs fixing ASAP. to me right now it needs improving in just that single way other than that its
great. This is an early review because I haven't yet explored very much of the game. I've played the initial dirt track tutorial and
a multiplayer race (more on that below).

I've played MotoGP 13, 14 and 15 extensively and Ride more than I'd like to admit so I have solid perspective on the games
Milestone releases.

Of note:

The subjective:
1. Physics seem more forgiving than previous MotoGP titles. Very similar to ride, the grip level feels astounding at times.
Perhaps I've just gotten better at these games but this one feels pretty forgiving on pro physics.

The Good:
1. Menu and loading performance is significantly improved over RIDE

The Bad:
1. I've tried multiplayer 3 times. The game has crashed 2 of those 3 times after the race loads to 99% leaving me with a 66%
disconnect rate (It doesn't differentiate between a crash and a disconnect).

The time I did get to race the performance was good and we had a good race.

2. Multiplayer is STILL not integrated with steam. This is inexcusable at this point.

3. Launcher menu STILL does not expand and cuts off entire settings fields for PC users

I'll update the review later to recommend once I see how Milestone responds to the multiplayer crashing and also after I see how
Milestone supports the game. If this turns into abandonware after 1 month as is the norm I will be very disappointed.. This is
good
8.6/10
<3. Awesome game!!!. Need for Greed - Valentino Rossi. I couldn't get more arcade than this BS
I've played MGP15 and Ride and boy, those games are much more challenging than this.
They took some fun elements out of MotoGP15 career mode (private teams, bike development) and added those annoying
Academy Events. Starts are now easy because there is a launch control and you can't switch either this or the anti-wheelie off.
The bikes are much easier to ride than in Ride or GP15 and even on highest difficulty with a medium team you'll win every
race.
The bikes handle like cars (full breaking in full lean sure) and the cars handle like drunken sealions. I'd request a refund if I
could.
Full throttle in the gravel? No problem. Cutting corners short? Sure. Touching white lines and kerbs in the wet? Not even a
drift.And now you can enter MotoGP at the age of 16 apparently. Let's ignore the MotoGP rules AND physics in a MotoGP
game :)
This is a stripped down version MotoGP15. Need prove? The gameplay is 100 % the same: AI leaving the pits still do a 90° turn
in the first corner, there is still the wobble when auto drive switches over to your control and the AI still finish in the basically
the same order in any given race.
DO NOT BUY THIS GAME. It is just a disapointment. After 5 a bit forced hours of game play, I have no more reasons to
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come back again.
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